I PUT THE
BI IN BITTER
a webseries (and aspiring TV show)
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LOGLINE & SYNOPSIS
▸ After coming to terms with her bisexuality, Sam
attempts to BE OUT and start fresh her Junior year,
but still struggles to deal with constant
heteronormativity.
▸ Created by a majority female cast and crew, I Put the
Bi in Bitter is a cute and lighthearted comedy that
follows a bisexual teenager and her lesbian BFF
as they navigate high school, deal with friendship/
crushes, and all the other shenanigans that come
from being young.
▸ With episodes 4min each, the webseries follows the
same group of characters over 3 Seasons (26
episodes total).
▸ Now that we’ve finished the webseries, we’re
hoping to develop this story into a 22 minute TV
show, by using the webseries as a proof of concept.
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ABOUT THE STORY / DIRECTOR’S STATEMENT
▸ I Put the Bi in Bitter is a coming-of-age teen comedy.
▸ Many LGBT stories nowadays focus on the main character
coming to terms with their identity, and finding the
courage to come out. And that’s inspiring, and powerful,
and emotional, and great! But what happens after that?
What about the kids who have already gone through
that, but now just want to start living their best gay lives?
That’s what I Put the Bi in Bitter is about.
▸ Not every LGBT story has to be tragic, or dramatic, or
R-rated, or sexual. LGBT teens and kids exist, too. Being
gay can be upbeat, light-hearted, and funny. And this part
of it should be normalized and represented in
mainstream media.
▸ Set during our current and present times, and inspired by
the millennials and Gen-Z kids we see nowadays, this
series explores being young, growing up, and all the
awkward moments that come with that.
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STRUCTURE, TONE, & STYLE
▸ Each episode focuses on a different topic, but all
episodes link to form a singular story. The series is
structured like a three-act film. Each episode, Season, and
the series as a whole, have a confined beginning, middle,
and end.
▸ The tone is fun, lighthearted, quirky, and fast-paced.
While the main genre is definitely comedy, it does have
underlying commentary on our heteronormative
assumptions and expectations. It’s both to entertain LGBT
people, and educate allies.
▸ As the story comes from Sam’s point of view, Sam breaks
the 4th wall in unconventional ways. Superimposed
emojis, superimposed texts, and other on-screen
graphics help the audience understand her internal
dialogue, while relating to a modern audience.
▸ The series is rated TV14, and is open to people of all
genders, sexualities, and ages.

THE CHARACTERS
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RHEMA SRIHARTITI -AS SAM
▸ Conditioned by society to be heterosexual since
literal birth, it took SAM a while to realize she was
romantically attracted to girls. Now confident in
her label, Sam is petty, bitter, and angry with the
heteronormative world. She refuses to “come
out” so instead tries to do so in not-so-subtle
ways in an attempt to casually express it. Sam is
your anxious, awkward, impulsive teen girl, with
“panicked gay energy.” Her hobbies are very
much influenced by growing up online.
▸ She’s an only child, Sagittarius, Slytherin from
Harry Potter, and if she could be a bender from
Avatar, she’d be a fire-bender.
▸ Rhema’s Instagram:
instagram.com/rhimmsxo
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RHIANNA DEVRIES -AS ALEX
▸ Feminist first. Lesbian second. ALEX is Sam’s
best friend, and the only one who actively
knows that Sam is bi when we start the series.
Alex is an out-and-proud leader who is
extroverted, could never be embarrassed, and
the blunt mom-friend who tells it like it is. She’s
outgoing, overly-confident, and constantly
rebelling the authorities and societal rules.
Alex is often the voice of righteousness, but
has a reputation for being obnoxious.
▸ Has two older brothers, fearless Aries,
Gryffindor, earth-bender.
▸ Rhianna’s Instagram:
instagram.com/rhianna.devries
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EVANGELINA KISA -AS NAOMI
▸ NAOMI is the new girl at school, and later,
Sam’s crush. She’s easy-going, friendly,
unapologetically feminine, and a photography/
design nerd. Having moved every couple years
her entire life due to her mother’s job, Naomi is
used to short-term relationships and
friendships; which Sam and Alex eventually
help her overcome. Naomi is realistic,
grounded, and often plays the voice of reason
in this trio.
▸ She’s a middle kid with one older sister and one
younger sister. Leo, Ravenclaw, water-bender.
▸ Evangelina’s Instagram:
instagram.com/evangelina.kisa
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SUPPORTING CHARACTERS
‣ Supporting characters include but aren’t limited
to:
‣ The trio’s immediate and extended family
members: Sam’s mom, cousin, and aunt. Naomi’s
sister.
‣ Friends of said family members: Sam’s mom’s
mom-friends. Sam’s cousin’s boyfriend.
‣ The trio’s classmates (both friends and foes),
teachers, coach, and principal.
▸ While Sam, Alex, and Naomi are the main stars in
each episode, these recurring characters may guest
star and cameo in a few episodes per Season,
along with the series’ B and C-plots.
▸ Full cast credits can be viewed on IMDb:
imdb.com/title/tt9458150/fullcredits

THE CREW
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MARIN LEPORE - CREATOR, WRITER, & DIRECTOR
▸ MARIN LEPORE is a screenwriter who aspires to work
on TV shows for kids and teens. She's grown up in
Colorado, lived in Beijing from 4th-10th grade, then
moved back to finish high school in Boulder. After
studying at the Colorado Film School, she is now
completing a Film/TV BFA at the University of Colorado,
Denver.
▸ As a gay woman of color, Marin is passionate about
minority representation in film, and her stories often
highlight LGBT and POC communities. She's co-founder
of Sad Girl Productions, a film production company
that creates diverse, inclusive, female-centric films.
▸ Marin has spoken on various filmmaking panels across
the country, including Denver Comic-Con 2019,
ClexaCon 2019, and most recently, she was interviewed
by VoyageDenver Magazine. She's also currently a
board member for Women in Film and Media Colorado.
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KELLEY ZINCONE - COWRITER, PRODUCER, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR
▸ In 2014, KELLEY ZINCONE graduated from the
University of Colorado, Colorado Springs with a BA in
Communications. She majored in Digital Media and
minored in Creative Writing with an emphasis in NonFiction.
▸ After a few years in the “real world,” she decided to
enroll at Colorado Film School where she studied
Screenwriting & Producing. During film school, Kelley
worked full-time as the Marketing & Web Manager for a
local business in Colorado Springs, as well as a
freelance videographer, writer, producer, and assistant
director.
▸ She is also a stand-up comedian, performing for a wide
range of audiences at Loonees Comedy Corner,
Colorado College, and the Colorado Springs Fine Arts
Center. She did a small stint as a substitute teacher back
in 2015, but we don’t talk about those dark times!
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DANNAH ELIZABETH - PRODUCTION DESIGNER
▸ DANNAH ELIZABETH is a writer and director from
Denver, Colorado. She attended Colorado Film
School for three years, and is currently finishing her
degree in Humanities at Metropolitan State
University.
▸ In 2018 she co-founded Sad Girl Productions, a
female-led production company with a focus on
female driven stories. That same year, she wrote and
directed the webseries Filtered Water, and short
film Not Your Mother’s Scouts. She was the
production designer for all 3 Seasons of I Put the Bi in
Bitter, as well as a writer and actor for the last Season.
▸ Besides Sad Girl, Dannah also runs five other
Instagram accounts devoted to a variety of subjects
such as dogs, fake Ray Ban sales, a Legally Blonde
quote, Armie Hammer's twin, and herself.
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GABRIELA TOTH - DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY & COLORIST
▸ Born and raised in Southern California as a first
generation American, GABRIELA TOTH is a a lifestyle &
events photographer, with a background in filmmaking.
She draws inspiration from the variety of landscape and
culture that surrounded her growing up.
▸ She started taking pictures roughly 18 years ago, and
she has taken that to a professional level after receiving
her degree in Cinematography and Film Production at
the Colorado Film School in Denver, Colorado.
▸ She began her career as a cinematographer in 2015,
and has experience working as a camera operator, and
1st and 2nd camera assistant, on various short
films, web series, and documentaries. She is certified on
Sony, Red, and Black Magic cinema cameras. When not
on set, she loves shooting anything from festivals
and concerts to weddings and portraits.
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ALEX KILLIAN - GAFFER, EDITOR, & VFX ARTIST
▸ ALEX KILLIAN calls himself both a filmmaker & creator;
mostly because it's easier than listing out all the things
he does. His passion for film and desire to tell stories
have driven him to become involved in numerous
aspects of filmmaking over the past several years.
▸ Alex frequently takes on the roles of editor,
cinematographer, gaffer, writer, director & actor. He’s
written & directed three of his own short films and had
a central role in production of more than two dozen
others. He loves every aspect of making films and he
intends to spend his life continuing to do so.
▸ In addition to filmmaking, he’s involved in several other
areas of freelance video production, including
promotional/marketing video, corporate video,
and travel/event videography. When he finds time, he
also makes videos for a YouTube series where he
mostly talks about his love of filmmaking.
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MAJORITY MINORITY CREW
▸ Female, people of color, and LGBT representation is
so personally important to us, not only on screen, but
behind the scenes as well. Casting 3 women of color
as the leads was very much a conscious decision, and
besides cast, EVERYONE on the crew is either a
woman, person of color, part of the LGBT
community, or an avid activist to all three!
▸ Within this majority female production crew, many
women hold leading creative positions including
writer, director, producer, production design,
cinematography, sound, and music composing. And
besides Marin and Kelley, many people in both cast/
crew identify as part of the LGBT community. It
really is a project made BY minorities and
allies, FOR minorities and allies.
▸ This team has been working together for years,
with experience on short films, webseries, music
videos, and more.
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FULL PRODUCTION CREDITS
▸ Creator, Writer, Director • Marin Lepore
▸ Producer, Co-Writer, Assistant Director • Kelley Zincone
▸ Director of Photography • Gabriela Toth, Alex Killian
▸ Production Design • Dannah Elizabeth
▸ Gaffer • Alex Killian, Miguel Ontiveros
▸ Assistant Camera • Ondreia Pedraza
▸ Grip & Electric • Miguel Ontiveros, Jean-Paul Montoulieu
▸ Sound Mixer • Diana Flood, Madison Verhulst
▸ Boom Op • Madison Verhulst, Diana Flood, Noori Dua
▸ Art Assistant • Emmy Platt, Nini Lepore
▸ Production Assistant • Joshua Hunt
▸ Editor, Visual Effects, Sound Design • Alex Killian
▸ Original Title Music/Score Composer • Lambia

DISTRIBUTION
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YOUTUBE RELEASE
▸ All 3 Seasons are currently available to
watch for free on Sad Girl Production’s
YouTube channel, which has over 1k
subscribers.
▸ The pilot episode currently has over 10k
views.
▸ Season 1 Trailer:
youtu.be/N-KOfZupIBE
▸ Season 2 Trailer:
youtu.be/a9aH7B84oXw
▸ Season 3 Trailer:
youtu.be/WV1Wnv1mAE0
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INSTAGRAM MARKETING & CROWDFUND SUCCESS
▸ Sad Girl Productions has an
active presence, and growing
audience on Instagram with over
1k followers.
instagram.com/sadgirlprods
▸ I Put the Bi in Bitter Season 3 was
entirely funded by the support of
50+ followers on Seed&Spark.
seedandspark.com/fund/
iputthebiinbitter

ACCOLADES
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PREVIOUS SCREENINGS & AWARDS
▸ 2019
▸ EFPalooza Film Festival. Denver, CO.
▸ Colorado Dragon Film Festival. Denver, CO.
▸ Colorado Short Circuit Film Festival. Colorado Springs, CO.
Awards: Best Comedy, Best Screenwriting
▸ University of Hawaii, LGBTQ+ Center (Public Screening).
▸ ClexaCon Film Festival. Las Vegas, NV.
▸ Colorado Independent Women of Film Festival. Denver, CO.
▸ Out Film CT - Connecticut LGBTQ Film Festival. Hartford, CT.
▸ Stamped LGBT Film Festival. Pensacola, FL.
▸ PFLAG Screening + Q&A Event. Fort Collins, CO.
▸ 2020
▸ Colorado Dragon Film Festival. Denver, CO.
▸ ClexaCon Film Festival. Las Vegas, NV.
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ARTICLES & OTHER FEATURES
▸ 2018
▸ "A Q&A with Marin Lepore" By See Your Story
▸ "TOP TEN Webseries I Watched in 2018" By Alex Weathersby
▸ 2019
▸ "Meet the Filmmaker: Marin Lepore" By The Emerging
Filmmakers Project
▸ "Fangirl Freakouts: I Put the Bi in Bitter" By Kleffnotes
▸ "I Put the Bi in Bitter" By The Sentinel
▸ "Web Series Wednesday – I Put The Bi In Bitter” By Starry Mag
▸ "Meet the Filmmaker: Marin Lepore" By Colorado
Independent Women of Film
▸ "I Put the Bi in Bitter" By LezWatch.TV
▸ "Meet Trailblazer Marin Lepore" By Voyage Denver
▸ 2020
▸ "TOP TEN Webseries I Watched in 2019" By Alex Weathersby

CONTACT INFO
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CONTACT INFORMATION
▸ SAD GIRL PRODUCTIONS,
Denver, CO.
▸ email: sadgirlprods@gmail.com
▸ website: SadGirlProductions.com
▸ Instagram: @sadgirlprods
▸ YouTube: /SadGirlProductions
▸ Facebook: /SadGirlProductions
▸ IMDb: imdb.com/title/tt9458150

